A border of a string is a prefix of the string that is simultaneously its suffix. It is one of the basic stringology keystones used as a part of many algorithms in pattern matching, molecular biology, computerassisted music analysis and others. The paper discusses automata-theoretical background of Iliopoulos's ALL BORDERS algorithm that finds all borders of a string with don't care symbols. We show that ALL BORDERS algorithm is a simulator of a finite automaton together with explaining the function of the automaton. We show that the simulated automaton accepts intersection of sets of prefixes and suffixes (and thus a set of borders) of the input string. Last but not least we define approximate borders. Based on the knowledge of the automata background of ALL BORDERS algorithm we offer an automata-based algorithm that finds approximate borders with Hamming distance. We discuss conditions under which the same principle can be used for other distance measures for which an approximate searching automaton can be constructed.
Introduction
A border is a kind of regularity in strings. A string has a border if it has a prefix that is simultaneously its suffix. An analysis of borders is one of basic keystones of stringology used as a part of many algorithms in pattern matching, molecular biology, computer-assisted music analysis and others.
There are two most commonly discussed problems concerning borders: the All Borders problem, i.e. is to find all borders of all prefixes of a string, and the Border Array problem. All Borders problem (see Problem 1) is dealt with in this paper. Border Array problem for string t, n = |t|, consists in computation of an array β[1.
.n] where β [i] is the length of the longest border of the prefix of t of lenght i. A border array is used in preprocessing of the Knuth-MorrisPratt [MP70] pattern matching algorithm to compute failure function. It can be computed in linear time and stores all information needed to compute all borders of all prefixes of the string. "Don't care" symbol is a special symbol that can be matched to any symbol including itself. Don't care symbol is a simple approach embracing errors and inaccuracy to the concepts of pattern matching and regularities searching. This approach originates from the field of DNA analysis. Pattern matching in strings with don't care symbols was first studied by Fischer and Paterson in [FP74] . They developed O(n. log m log |Σ|) time algorithm to search for a pattern of length m in a string of length n over alphabet Σ ∪ { * } based on convolutions. Algorithms that find borders, border array and covers (factors from which given string can be obtained by concatenations and overlaps) in string with don't care symbols were introduced by Iliopoulos et al. in [IMM + 03] . Approximate regularities extend basic problems of searching for regularities by adding a measure of string similarity. This allows some level of errors and inaccuracy to be accepted. Similarity in this sense is more general than using don't care symbols as we do not need to specify the positions where errors can occur. We restrict only a total number of errors allowed.
In this paper we study both borders in strings with don't care symbols and approximate borders from the automata-oriented point of view. Our long-run goal is to create a scheme for finding regularities in strings based on automatatheoretical base. We hope that introduction of common theoretical base of existing algorithms can help to find analogies among problems and adapt existing algorithms to solve more specific variants of the problems.
In the area of pattern matching, Holub and Melichar have created a similar scheme in [Hol00] and [MHP05] . They have found interconnection between automata-oriented algorithms and algorithms based on dynamic programming and bit parallelism. We would like to follow that work and extend it to the area of searching for regularities. This paper starts by reminding the reader of Iliopoulos's algorithm for finding all borders of all prefixes of string with don't care symbols. We show that the algorithm is in fact a simulator of a finite automaton. In accordance with the definition of a border, the appropriate finite automaton accepts the intersection of sets of prefixes and suffixes of the input string. Last but not least we define approximate border of a string and use the knowledge of the automata background of Iliopoulos's algorithm to generalise the algorithm for finding all approximate borders of all prefixes of the string.
Preliminaries
An alphabet Σ is a nonempty set of symbols. A string over alphabet Σ is a sequence of zero or more symbols from Σ. The set of all nonempty strings over alphabet Σ is denoted by Σ + . Empty string is denoted by ε. We denote The length of string t is the number of symbols of t. We denote it by |t|. We use a convention that symbol n is used for the length of the analyzed string n = |t|. Whenever we use w for a factor of t etc., we use symbol m for its length: m = |w|. |ε| = 0.
String w ∈ Σ * is a prefix of string t if t = wu, u ∈ Σ * . w is a proper prefix if |w| < |t|. Set of all prefixes of string t is denoted by Pref (t). Similarly string w ∈ Σ * is a suffix of string t if t = vw, v ∈ Σ * . w is a proper suffix if |w| < |t|. Set of all suffixes of string t is denoted by Suff (t).
In many problems we need to check whether two strings are similar but not necessarily equal. One of possible approaches is to add a "don't care" symbol, i.e. a special universal symbol * ∈ Σ that can be matched to any symbol including itself. String with don't care symbols is a string over Σ ∪ { * }. The relation of matching strings with don't care symbols is denoted by operator ≈. Another approach is to introduce a distance of strings. Distance is usually a metric, even though it is not necessary. (Metric is a function that satisfies conditions of positivity, symmetry and triangle inequality.)
In this paper we use Hamming distance metric. Hamming distance between two strings t 1 and t 2 is the minimum number of substitutions needed to convert string t 1 to t 2 . Hamming distance is defined for strings of equal length.
Formal language L is a subset of set of all strings drawn from alphabet
Q is a finite set of states, Σ is an input alphabet, δ is a mapping δ : Q × (Σ ∪ {ε}) → P(Q) called a state transition function, I ⊂ Q is a set of initial states, and F ⊂ Q is a set of final states.
When reading a string with don't care symbols, automaton does a transition whenever read symbol matches (not necessarily equals to) the symbol for which the transition is defined. A deterministic finite automaton M is a special case of nondeterministic finite automaton such that transition mapping is a function δ: Q × Σ → Q and there is only one initial state q 0 ∈ Q.
To describe transition function of finite automaton we often use transition diagrams. Let us use the following conventions:
-unuseful states (there is no word that can move automaton from such state to any final state) and transitions to unuseful states are omitted whenever it cannot cause a confusion, -shortened form i or i j is used to improve legibility instead of q i or q j i , respectively, whenever it is unambiguous, -if we label a transition in transition diagram by set of symbols, it represents a set of transitions each for one symbol from the set, -notation a is used instead of longer Σ \ {a} for any a ∈ Σ. 
Definition 1. Prefix searching automaton (SPOECO) for string w, m = |w|, with possible don't care symbols is a nondeterministic finite automaton
Codes SPOECO and SPORCO are selected in compliance with taxonomy from [MHP05] . Both automata can be used in pattern matching. We construct the prefix searching automata for given pattern and read the input string. After reading any prefix of the pattern, automaton reaches a final state as the (approximate) prefix searching automaton for string w accepts any string t ending with an (respectively approximate) prefix of w (see [MHP05] ). An example of an approximate prefix searching automaton for t = abc * b with Hamming distance at most 2 is given in Figure 1 . Note that a (eventually approximate) prefix automaton accepting (respectively approximate) prefixes of w can be obtained from (approximate) prefix searching automaton by removing the loop in the initial state.
Problem Statement
We are dealing with All Borders problem:
Definition 3. A border w of string t over alphabet Σ is a proper prefix of t that is simultaneously a suffix of t: w ∈ (Pref (t) \ {t}) ∩ Suff (t). A set of all borders of t is denoted by Bord (t).
Problem 1 (All Borders). Given string t, find all borders Bord (w) of each prefix w ∈ Pref (t).
Note that a string of length n can have at most n borders. Thus number of all borders of all prefixes is at most
2 n(n + 1). As an example consider string a n that has n borders: ε, a, aa, . . ., a n−1 . Each its prefix of length i has i borders. Border array is an array storing for each prefix length 0, 1, . . . n the length of the longest border of given prefix. Border array can be computed in linear time. Considering the "exact" version of the problem (neither don't care symbols nor approximation is allowed) a border w of a border of string t is also a border of t ("border of a border is a border"). In this case a border array stores information about all borders of all prefixes of the string. On the other hand whenever we allow don't care symbols or approximate matching, border array cannot be used to find all borders of all prefixes any more. String matching under these circumstances is not transitive. As an example consider string t = aba * abaa. The longest border of t is abaa with length 4. The longest border of t[1 . . . 4] is ab. Still ab is not a border of t. An algorithm solving All Borders problem on a string with don't cares is discussed in the next section.
ALL BORDERS Algorithm Simulates Finite Automaton

ALL BORDERS algorithm was invented by Iliopoulos et al. in [IMM
+ 03] to solve All Borders problem for strings with don't cares. In this section we show that ALL BORDERS algorithm (Algorithm 1) is a simulation of a prefix searching automaton for string t running over input string t.
Using the definition of the prefix searching automaton (Definition 1), we show that ALL BORDERS algorithm simulates the function of the prefix searching automaton.
Theorem 1. Algorithm ALL BORDERS simulates prefix searching automaton for string t reading input string t[2 . . . n], n = |t|.
Proof. Let us assume that array S i stores indices of active states after reading a prefix t[2 . . . i], i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n}. Note that the initial state q 0 is always included as there is a loop for all symbols of the alphabet in q 0 . Using induction according to i: i = 1: Nothing is read yet and thus the only active state is the initial state q 0 . S 1 is set during the initialisation.
Assume that the theorem holds for
For each active state q j , q j+1 will be active in the next step if t[j + 1] can be matched to the read symbol t [i] . This is exactly what is done by the body of the cycle on lines 3-5.
Algorithm 1: Searching for all borders of all prefixes
Input: String t, n = |t|. Output: Sets Si, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that Si is a set of lengths of borders from Bord (t[1 . .
. i]).
Description: In each step we increase actual length of prefix and compute Si based on Si−1 from the previous step. Note that in each step only sets Si and Si−1 are used.
(Lengths of borders of t[1 . . . i]: Si);
Based on Theorem 1 we construct automata-based Algorithm 2 solving All Borders problem. 
Algorithm 2: Searching for all borders (automata based)
ALL BORDERS Algorithm and Intersection of Automata
Following the definition of border we can search for borders using automaton accepting intersection of languages of prefix automaton and suffix automaton. Algorithm based on this idea was published in [MHP05] . Efficient implementation of this algorithm has the same asymptotic complexity as ALL BORDERS algorithm [ŠM06] . Let us show that ALL BORDERS does the same.
Observation 1. Algorithm 2 finds lengths of prefixes of t that are equal to some proper suffix of t.
In the following text, please, take care to distinguish prefix searching automaton and accepts L P = Σ * .Pref (t) and prefix automaton accepting only Pref (t).
In ALL BORDERS algorithm string t[2 . . . n], n = |t|, is read by prefix searching automaton M P for string t. As we know the length of the input string, we can expand the loop in the initial state and construct "expanded automaton" M P e by creating n "copies" "M j ", j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} of a prefix automaton. States of "M j " are denoted by upper index j. State q 0 0 of "M 0 " is the only initial state of M P e . States of subautomata "M j ", j > 0 are reached by "Σ-transitions" for all symbols of alphabet from states q j 0 of "M j " to states q j+1 0 of "M j+1 " for each j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 2}. M P e is equivalent to the prefix searching automaton for input strings shorter than n. As an example consider string t = abc * b. Transition diagrams of automata M P and M P e are depicted in Figure 2 .
Note that a subautomaton "M j " in the expanded automaton M P e reads suf- 
Complexity of the Algorithm
Let us remind that ALL BORDERS algorithm (Algorithm 1) is in fact direct implementation of Algorithm 2. Thus the complexity of both algorithms is the same. Complexity analysis of Algorithm 1 is given in [IMM + 03]. The worst case time complexity is quadratic as the maximal number of borders on output is quadratic. Number of transitions performed is equal to the number of borders found.
[IMM + 03] shows that the algorithm is linear in average case for random strings.
Approximate Borders
We have shown that ALL BORDERS algorithm simulates function of nondeterministic prefix searching automaton. Let us define All Approximate Borders problem and show a generalization of ALL BORDERS algorithm solving this problem. We use the knowledge automata background of ALL BORDERS algorithm.
Definition 4. An approximate prefix (suffix) w of string t with a distance measure D and a distance bound k is
w ∈ Σ * : D (w, p) ≤ k for some p ∈ Pref (t) (or p ∈ Suff (t
)). The set of all approximate prefixes (suffixes) of string t with distance measure D and distance bound k is denoted by APref
Approximate border w of string t is a proper prefix of t that is simultaneously its approximate suffix or an approximate prefix of t that is simultaneously its proper suffix.
Definition 5. An approximate border of string t with distance measure D and distance bound k is
w ∈ Σ * : w ∈ ((Pref (t) \ {t}) ∩ ASuff D,k (t))∪(APref D,k (t) ∩ (Suff (t) \
{t})). A set of all approximate borders of string t with distance measure D and distance bound k is denoted by ABord D,k (t).
Problem 2 (All Approximate Borders).
Given string t, n = |t|, distance function D and distance bound k, find all approximate borders ABord D,k (w) of each prefix w ∈ Pref (t).
ALL APPROX BORDERS Algorithm
In this work we deal with Hamming distance only. More generally we can use any distance measure for which we can construct approximate prefix searching automaton and that is:
1. defined over strings of the same length (we consider distance to be infinite for strings of different length), 2. symmetric, that is for each two strings
For distance measures that satisfy restrictions 1 and 2 and for which we can construct the approximate prefix searching automaton, generalisation of ALL BORDERS algorithm to approximate borders can be done as shown in Algorithm 3. For Hamming distance we can use approximate prefix searching automaton SPORCO (Definition 2).
Proof. Prefix u is in ASuff D,k (t) if and only if there exists v∈
. Moreover lengths of u and v are the same because D is defined for strings of the same length only).
Lemma 2. Algorithm 3 finds lengths of prefixes u such that there exists a proper
Proof. A principle is the same as in Algorithm 2. In each step the nondeterministic automaton simultaneously tries to accept a proper suffix by an approximate prefix automaton and prepare one symbol shorter suffix by reading a symbol in the loop of the initial state.
Theorem 2. Algorithm 3 finds all approximate borders.
Proof. Lemma 1 tells that under given circumstances a set of approximate borders is equal to a set found by Algorithm 3 according to Lemma 2.
Complexity of the Algorithm
Let n = |t|. Algorithm ALL APPROX BORDERS does n − 1 steps to read t[2 . . . n].
In each step one active state can be added as the initial state is reactivated by the loop in the initial state and each active state q i , i ∈ {0, 1, . . . n − 1} can activate state q i+1 . Note that approximate prefix searching automaton for Hamming distance is acyclic and deterministic with exception of the initial state (that has a the loop). Thus the number of active states cannot be increased anywhere else. There are n − 1 steps, in the i-th step we compute transition function for at most i states. Overall complexity is O(n 2 ).
Conclusion and Future Work
We have shown the automata theoretical background ALL BORDERS algorithm developed by Iliopoulos et al. ALL BORDERS algorithm solves All Borders problem on strings with don't cares. We have found that the algorithm is an implementation of intersection of prefix and suffix automaton. By introducing the common theoretical base of algorithms from the field of regularities searching we try to improve consistency of algorithms. We hope we will be able to reuse ideas of algorithms solving similar problems to solve new variants of the problems. To test this attitude we have defined all approximate borders problem and generalised automata based version of ALL BORDERS to solve all approximate borders problem for Hamming distance. Asymptotic complexity of the algorithm remained the same as that of ALL BORDERS algorithm.
In future we would like to deal with generalisation of this attitude to other variants of All Borders problem based on the knowledge of appropriate searching automata. Namely we want to take under consideration approximate borders with Levenshtein distance, general approximate borders (i.e. strings, that are both approximate prefix and approximate suffix but do not need to be either prefix or suffix of string). Last but not least we would like to follow the idea of this paper and deal with other regularities searching problems like periods, covers etc.
